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INTRODUCTION

Performing comprehensive mental health assessments for forensic purposes requires a unique skillset apart from the clinical skills relied upon for therapeutic work. Assessment of children for forensic purposes requires an even more distinctive specialization, because of the complex cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and developmental factors that can vary greatly with chronological age and related abilities dramatically impacting a child’s capacity to participate in the evaluation process.¹ Relying upon properly conducted forensic mental health assessment of children is not only important for meeting Daubert and Frye standards in court,² it also facilitates a less traumatic experience for the child via the utilization of child-friendly and child-effective techniques, often eliminating the need to conduct repeated evaluations.³

As it applies to the admissibility of behavioral science data and expert witness testimony offered by mental health professionals, the Frye standard requires that the methods used to reach the conclusions being offered as evidence in court be established enough to have gained general acceptance within their respective field.⁴ The Frye rule essentially exists, in part, to prevent “junk sci-
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ence” proffered by an expert witness acting as a “hired gun” from being relied upon by the finder of fact. The Federal Rules of Evidence adopt a more liberal interpretation for inclusion of such findings and testimony due to concerns that Frye may impede the admissibility of evidence that could be beneficial or even necessary in facilitating the goal of truth-seeking in legal process.

The Daubert standard attempts to further clarify the admissibility of evidence by setting forth two requirements. First, it must be anticipated that the expert will testify based on scientific knowledge and, second, that the information being imparted is anticipated to aid the finder of fact in understanding the matter at hand. Daubert also requires that the individual testifying be qualified by education, training, skills, and experience to be declared an expert witness. Then, if all the aforementioned factors are determined to exist, the Daubert standard requires that the expert opinion testimony be considered both relevant and reliable. This is established through (1) its empirical testability; (2) whether the theory or study has been published or subjected to peer review; (3) whether the known or potential rate of error is acceptable; and (4) whether the method is generally accepted in the scientific community. Initially, the Daubert criteria were only applicable to expert witness testimony about scientific evidence. However, the Kumho Tire Company v. Carmichael verdict resulted in the application of Daubert to all expert witness testimony that stems from scientific as well as technical and specialized knowledge. The evolution of the Frye rule and the Daubert standard, particularly post-Kumho, have direct implications for mental health professionals who conduct interviews and evaluation of children who may have been sexually abused in terms of the appropriateness, utility, and value of their contributions in court. These implications apply to both the qualifications of the mental health professional and the quality of the evaluative methods employed.

The practice of forensic mental health assessment differs markedly from the practice of clinical work. This distinction is surprising to some attorneys and judges, and many clinical mental health professionals, who themselves fail to recognize the difference in forensic and clinical competence, methods, and implications. To illustrate the magnitude of difference in these fields, the American Psychological Association (“APA”) officially recognized forensic
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psychology as a distinct specialization in 2001 and developed a seminal document entitled *Specialty Guidelines for Forensic Psychology* (which replaced the APA’s earlier 1991 document entitled *Specialty Guidelines for Forensic Psychologists*) to guide psychologists and other mental health practitioners who routinely perform forensic work.15

This distinction between clinical and forensic work is not meant to promote a hierarchy of superiority within the field. Rather, it is designed to explicitly acknowledge the sometimes drastically different approaches, methodologies, and services that a forensic evaluator provides as opposed to a clinical therapist. Perhaps the domain of evaluating alleged child victims of sexual abuse is one area of practice in which these differences are most relevant.

So, what are these differences? Clinical therapists provide emotional support and validation to their clients’ or patients’ experience.16 In a clinical therapy setting and within therapeutic relationships, the self-report of the client is, to a large degree, accepted at face value with little attention paid to any internal or external motivation towards distortion.17 In other words, if someone presents in a therapeutic setting for treatment and reports symptoms of depression, the therapist’s position is to formulate a treatment plan for that depression.18 However, if that same person presents in a forensic assessment setting and reports symptoms of depression, the forensic evaluator’s position is to seek equally to prove and disprove that depression is present.19

Additionally, within the confines of the therapeutic relationship, the therapist is expected to provide emotional support and validation to the patient and to work towards the goal of alleviating the distress.20 Because of the importance of the therapeutic relationship within the therapy process, the element of subjectivity is present, as the clinician forges a bond with the client.21 In contrast, the goal of forensic assessment is to objectively support or refute a hypothesis about the presenting issue and to answer relevant psycho-legal questions with the aim of assisting the legal process.22 In other words, in clinical work, the focus of the clinician is on aiding the client or patient. Whereas, in forensic practice, the focus of the evaluator is on aiding the legal system.23 This is the case regardless of whether or not the forensic evaluator is appointed by
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the court, mutually appointed by both sides in an agreed order, or privately retained by one side or the other, although it is conceivable why some may speculate otherwise in the latter situation. In reality, while there are certainly mental health professionals who may be tempted to fall into the role of “hired gun,” logic argues that qualified and competent forensic mental health evaluators are motivated to remain impartial regardless of who hires them and who is financing their services. Otherwise, their career could be short-lived, as a result of a dubious professional reputation.

In addition to differences between mental health providers providing clinical as opposed to forensic services in terms of methodology (therapy vs. assessment), approach (subjective vs. objective), and goals (relief of distress of the client/patient vs. guidance to the court), there are also significant differences in the training of clinical and forensic practitioners. Sometimes, competence is developed within the mental health professional’s formalized academic background. For example, some programs offer “tracks” in forensic work. Many times, however, competence is developed with additional education, training, and experience after a generalist or even alternative specialization during the prerequisite training for licensure. This is because much of the knowledge and skill required for competence in clinical work is a prerequisite for establishing competence in forensic work. In the context of providing forensic assessment of children, one could easily argue that a greater than typical amount of education, training, and experience in child development factors is definitely beneficial and probably necessary.

There is an obvious exception to the ideal proposed for forensic mental health assessment of children alleging sexual abuse. Spontaneous disclosure (such as a child unexpectedly revealing an allegation of sexual abuse in the context of a non-forensic focus of treatment such as behavioral therapy for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) may occur during the therapeutic relationship, in the course of therapeutic work, or in a therapeutic setting. Unfortunately, clinicians who do not possess competence in and who are not intending to perform a forensic mental health assessment, often find themselves in the situation of being an ad-hoc evaluator of sorts. The comments made in this article are not meant to apply to those types of situations in which any mental health clinician who works with children may find him or herself often times caught unaware.

So, what are these unique child factors that a quality forensic mental health assessment should consider and address? They can be divided into cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social, and developmental domains. Before this article
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explores examples of how and why these factors are relevant to appropriate forensic mental health assessment of alleged child victims of sexual abuse, the scope of this problem is delineated.

I. STATISTICS AND UNDERREPORTING OF CHILD SEX ABUSE IN AMERICA

The prevalence (total number of cases at a given time) of child sex abuse in America is largely derived from adult reports of past childhood sexual victimization. As many as one in four girls and one in six boys will be the victim of child sex abuse.

The incidence (total number of new cases in a given period) of child sex abuse in America is generally derived from annual child abuse statistics collected and reported by child protective service agencies and represents those cases that were accepted, investigated, and ultimately substantiated. The 2012 Annual Child Maltreatment Report based upon the National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System (“NCANDS”) reported the incidence rate as being 62,936 new confirmed cases of child sexual abuse in the United States in 2012 and represents the most recent published calculation.

The problem with incidence rates of child sex abuse is that they are believed to be an underestimation of the true phenomenon. The reason for this underestimation is multi-factorial. Considering the following trends sheds light on the inherent error in reported statistics of child sex abuse. To begin with, most cases of child sex abuse are never reported. Most reported cases of child sex abuse are not substantiated by social service entities. Most substantiated cases are not adjudicated in the legal system. Most prosecuted cases are pled down to lesser offenses that do not reflect child sex abuse. The cumulative result of these phenomena is that the true incidence rates of child sex abuse are unknown, but are very likely to be much higher than the NCANDS report suggests.
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II. CONSIDERATIONS FOR CHILDREN WHO ALLEGED SEXUAL ABUSE

Issues specific to the alleged child victims include cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and social factors that are developmentally dependent in relation to chronological age. Each domain is considered separate yet interrelated to the others. For instance, development influences cognition, which influences emotion, which influences behaviors, which influences social interaction. The trauma of abuse further complicates this interplay. For these reasons, it is important that the evaluator possesses not only expertise in the domain of forensic mental health practice but is also highly knowledgeable and skilled when it comes to child development factors. The younger the alleged child victim, the more important such developmental expertise becomes.

A. Cognitive Considerations

A child’s disclosure of alleged abuse is most certainly going to involve memory because he or she will be reporting about events that occurred in the past. It is important to understand that memories are constructed not reproductive. In other words, people must assemble memories rather than simply recall the equivalent of a mental photograph or video that accurately portrays the reality of a historical moment. Because the process of encoding, storing, and retrieving a memory are separate tasks, each step represents an opportunity for error to intrude. Ceci and Bruck analyze and summarize the large body of research about memory with an aim of identifying relevant issues in children’s narratives of alleged abuse.

Memory is selective about what is encoded. Things are more likely to be encoded if the event is either highly novel or highly familiar, of long duration, of high interest or intrigue, or of a repetitive nature. With regard to context, the brain may assume certain things at the time of encoding that represent expectations rather than fact. For example, one may encode a memory of having dessert at a café with a friend and assign blueberry pie to the other party, if the friend typically orders blueberry pie. This detail can exist as quite real in memory, even if the friend happened to order cherry pie on that specific occasion. This is called script-based knowledge.
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Emotional state at the time of the event also influences encoding. During a traumatic event, limited encoding of details may occur. This is because the focus is on the more salient elements of the situation. This is particularly true in the case of survival situations.

Encoded memories are next stored in short-term memory and may be forwarded on to long-term memory. Memory storage is impacted by the passage of time, the number of times the event has been recalled or re-experienced, and intervening experiences. The shorter span of time a memory is stored, the more accurate the recall of that memory. Stored memories that lay dormant (not recalled or re-experienced) decay in integrity with time. The number of times the original memory has been recalled or re-experienced can strengthen its accuracy, if the recall and re-experiencing is an accurate replication without interference (conflicting or contrary data). If interference exists during recall and re-experiencing, the accuracy of the original memory is weakened. Just as is true with encoding, knowledge about context and related expectations may influence storage by filling in the gaps of missing information with what is assumed to be true. What we know in generalities may become part of specific memories while the memory is in storage.

Recall of memory is better when the circumstances of recall are similar to the circumstances of encoding. Interviewing people at the location where an event occurred typically produces better recall. Similarly, if the individual’s emotional state at the time of recall is congruent with his or her emotional state
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at the time of encoding, recall is more accurate. Providing cues, such as referencing one part of an event, improves recall.

One difficulty is that memory enhancing techniques have been shown in research to both improve and impair recall of memories. For example, repeated questioning will likely result in additional information, but the accuracy of the additional information will depend on how much alteration the original memory has been subjected to through interference. The longer the passage of time between questioning, the more opportunity for intrusions to weaken the integrity of the original memory by adding, deleting, or changing elements. Memories for which the context is highly familiar to us or bizarre in nature will be more readily recalled.

Script-based knowledge can influence recall just as it influences encoding and storage. The brain will fill in missing information with what we assume to be true. This is particularly true for things like sequence. For example, one may remember a server taking the drink order prior to the food order because this actually occurred this way, but because events in this context typically occur in that order. If the evaluator checks credibility of a child disclosure by examining extraneous details surrounding an event (whether or not he or she had homework that night), the child may rely on script-based knowledge (the child has homework most nights) that is inaccurate (in reality, no homework was assigned that night), while still being accurate about the germane issue at hand (whether or not abuse occurred). While this phenomenon may appear on the surface to discredit the credibility of a child’s allegation, a true understanding of the cognitive processes reveals that discrediting the report based solely on this type of error would be inappropriate.

Motivation also plays a role in recall. This applies to the individual’s direct motivation to remember as well as to the individual’s motivation to cooperate with the interviewer, please the interviewer, refute the interviewer, and damage or protect another party. Ascertaining what a child’s motivations are in this
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regard may shed an interesting light on a child’s recall during prior disclosures in terms of both the availability of the memory and content of the memory. Motivation of the child that subconsciously influences memory is an issue distinct from fabrication or false testimony, which will be discussed later.

In sum, by the time a memory is actually encoded, stored, and retrieved and subject to a variety of internal and external influences, what is recalled is hardly a mirror image of reality, even under optimal circumstances. Therefore, the evaluation should take into account what would be considered possibly inherent errors in memory and interpret them as such, as opposed to interpreting such errors as directly implying a lack of credibility on the part of the child.

Perhaps most legally relevant to the issue of memory in child witnesses is the concept of suggestibility. Cognitive and emotional expectations can influence memory at the encoding, storage, and retrieval phase. For example, a child who believes a man to be evil and experiences the emotion of fear upon encountering him may perceive a red stain on the man’s shirt as blood. On the other hand, a child who believes a man to be good and experiences a positive emotion upon encountering him may perceive the same red stain as paint. This type of suggestibility can occur at the point of encoding, while the memory is in storage, or at the point of retrieval, depending on when these emotions and cognitions form. An evaluation should take into account the child’s cognitive perceptions and emotions in an attempt to establish whether the possibility of this phenomenon exists in a child’s narrative.

Research has examined the concern of suggestibility of abuse when no abuse has occurred. Older children tend to be more accurate in their reports than younger children in general when questioned about past events. An exception exists, however, for suggested abuse that did not occur. Children are generally suggestible, and younger children are usually more suggestible than older children when it comes to a variety of issues. However, this general tenet of suggestibility does not appear to apply to suggestions of abuse in the absence of abuse. The implication is that, while many elements of a child’s disclosure are prone to the influence of suggestibility, the gist of a child’s
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disclosure (whether or not abuse occurred) is fairly resistant to third-party suggestion.67

Another issue pertaining to memory is the controversy surrounding repressed memory. That is beyond the scope of this article and less relevant to child witnesses, since this phenomenon tends to apply to adult witnesses alleging prior abuse during childhood. Of relevance to child witnesses, however, is the phenomenon of infantile amnesia that precedes a child’s cognitive ability to form an autobiographical narrative.

Infantile amnesia refers to the inability to recall experiences that happened during the first few years of life.68 The implication is that a child witness who asserts a memory of sexual abuse at an earlier age, say at twelve months old, could not possibly be referencing a literal memory. A child’s cognitive ability to form autobiographical memories begins at the end of infantile amnesia, when the child acquires the ability to have cognitive representations of themselves and their experiences.69 This occurs sometime between the age of two and four years of age, according to most theorists and researchers.70

Language abilities are another cognitive variable that can greatly impact a child’s allegation of abuse. This factor is addressed later in Part II.E, devoted to developmental considerations. For now, consider this hypothetical example: a young child witness was asked by the examining attorney at trial the following question, “Are you in school?” to which the child replied, “No.” A dilemma arose because the child was known to be in the first grade, and the child’s disclosure involved a school employee’s alleged behavior at school. The child’s response was immediately seized upon as evidence of lack of reliability and credibility. However, when the opposing attorney clarified the question by asking, “What grade are you in?,” the child replied with equal frankness, “First.” Perplexed, the questioning attorney continued, “Then, why did you tell the other attorney that you are not in school?” The little girl looked at the attorney incredulously and retorted simply, “Because I cannot be both here and there.”

The child above interpreted the question literally. The implication is that the questions posed by the evaluator must be formulated to avoid such developmental language mishaps. If an evaluator relies upon video or audio recording of his or her assessments, reviewing the phrasing of questions as well as the evaluator’s interpretation of child responses through a developmental lens can sometimes reveal problematic instances of developmental miscommunications.

Comprehension involves an interplay between a child’s pre-existing level of knowledge and language skills. This is discussed more in Part II.E, entitled Developmental Considerations. Also, attention spans of child witnesses vary
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considerably with age and across children, particularly those with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.

B. Emotional Considerations for Child Witnesses

Child witnesses may find the process of evaluation stressful or even frightening. This is discussed more in Part II.D, entitled Social Considerations. In general, reducing a child’s distress promotes more cooperative, complete, and accurate reports.

In cases of sexual abuse, children are reluctant to discuss things that make them feel embarrassed or ashamed.\(^7\) Fear of retribution or getting themselves or another person in trouble may also influence children’s willingness to discuss events.\(^2\)

The evaluator sometimes utilizes visual aids to help children reduce shame-based distress as an alternative to verbalizing in certain situations.\(^3\) However, one must acknowledge the risks and the appropriateness of these tools as part of an evaluation and their limitations to certain conditions. These considerations are discussed further in Part II.E, entitled Developmental Considerations.

The majority of children who are sexually abused know their perpetrator.\(^4\) The perpetrator could be a friend, teacher, coach, family member, or even parent. It is important to understand that many victims of child sexual abuse love their perpetrator and are highly conflicted about their own distress and concern for the offending adult.\(^5\) Many children who are sexually abused will not show fear of their perpetrator, which is often mistaken as an indication that abuse did not really occur.\(^6\)

Children alleging abuse often experience irrational guilt about breaking a “secret” that the perpetrator and victim have shared or guilt for getting the other person in trouble, particularly if the adult is someone the child loves or has attachment towards.\(^7\) The fear may also be caused by dread of talking about embarrassing acts in front of others and the perpetrator specifically, if the child associates the presence of the perpetrator with the emotional experience of shame or degradation.\(^8\)

\(^7\) Irit Hershkowitz et al., Suspected Victims of Abuse Who Do Not Make Allegations: An Analysis of Their Interactions with Forensic Interviewers, in CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE: DISCLOSURE, DELAY, AND DENIAL 97, 99 (Margaret-Ellen Pipe et al. eds., 2007).
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Mental health evaluators typically cannot guarantee to the child, at the point of assessment, that he or she will not have to face the accused perpetrator. This is often a concern that children have surrounding disclosure. Evaluators may mistake the child’s expressed concerns about this as an indication that the child is being dishonest. Given that this is a common concern among child victims of sexual abuse, drawing that conclusion based solely on the child’s concern in that regard would be inappropriate.

The court system allows for modifications in cases where children are required to testify against the accused perpetrator. This is because, while a child may or may not fear the perpetrator directly, the most common fear children have of testifying in court in sexual abuse cases is facing the perpetrator. Sometimes, this fear is because the child has safety concerns about the perpetrator, particularly if the abuse involved elements of threats, physical abuse, helplessness, pain, or terror. In fact, the need for modifications in the legal process for child witnesses is well established in the research based upon the unique needs of this population. Modifications exist that are either theoretically or empirically supported. Yet, their utilization remains uncommon in many jurisdictions perhaps due to lack of awareness of the available modifications or lack of appreciation of their relevance or importance.

These modifications must be employed carefully in criminal trials, however, in order to avoid violating the defendant’s rights according to the Sixth Amendment (right to confront witnesses against him or her) and Fourteenth Amendment (right to due process). This issue was addressed in Maryland v. Craig. Modifications include placing the child behind a screen, instructing the child to make eye contact only with the attorney, judge, or a support person such as a parent during their testimony (provided that no cues are relayed to the child influencing their answers to the questions). Hearsay exceptions may also be employed to allow someone such as a forensic evaluator to speak on the child’s behalf, although Crawford v. Washington has had a restrictive effect on this practice. Increased availability and utilization of technology allows for
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children to testify via one-way or two-way closed circuit television from another location either within or outside of the courthouse, which can distance them from the accused perpetrator. This modification can also be helpful in reducing the inherent mismatch between a child and the traditional courtroom in general.

One hallmark of credibility that evaluators commonly look for in children alleging abuse is the congruence between their narrative and their affect. A high degree of congruence between display of emotion and verbal reporting is typically associated with credibility of reporting. A lack of congruence between display of emotion and verbal reporting is often interpreted as a sign of a credibility concern. However, research examining child affect while discussing sexual abuse reveals that the majority of children display a neutral affect as opposed to a distressed affect.

This may be a product of the number of times a child has shared his or her narrative, thus becoming perhaps somewhat desensitized to telling the story. Sometimes, a mental health evaluator is the first person to whom the child discloses alleged abuse. Other times, a child may have shared his or her story numerous times with police officers, child protective services workers, parents, teachers, therapists, other evaluators, or even attorneys prior to the forensic assessment. It is reasonable to expect then, that a child’s affect may appear quite different at one point in time relative to another, depending upon when the forensic mental health evaluation occurs and how many times and to how many people the child has previously relayed the accusation. The evaluator should consider the timing and context in which he or she is receiving the child’s narrative of abuse when making clinical judgments about the credibility of those allegations based in part upon the child’s affect.

Judgments about affect made as part of the mental health evaluation pose even greater challenges if the child has a comorbid mental health diagnosis, common among abused populations, such as clinical depression, anxiety, acute stress disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, or dissociative disorder. Also, children with developmental and cognitive disabilities are at increased risk of
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abuse of all types94 and may have impaired affect as a result of their cognitive function.95 The mental health evaluator must consider that affect may present variably among children alleging abuse due to any of these aforementioned factors.

C. Behavioral Considerations

Common behavioral issues associated with the child witness include denial followed by disclosure of abuse, recantation of prior allegations, false accusations, and cooperation during testimony.96 Some studies suggest that the majority (approximately 75 percent) of children who eventually disclose sexual abuse previously denied that the abuse occurred.97 Some studies also suggest that nearly 25 percent of children who disclose sexual abuse will later recant their allegation.98 One possible interpretation of this finding is that it reflects defense mechanisms like denial or suppression, a theoretical coping strategy which may help children avoid the negative emotions associated with a negative event by cognitively not recalling it. Another possibility is that recantation could reflect a child’s desire to correct an untruthful narrative. However, more recent studies have not found denials and recantations to be common among children alleging sexual abuse producing conflicting findings thus conclusions on this matter.99

Research shows that even very young children can and do lie.100 However, false allegations of sexual abuse are rare, if defining “false” as deliberate lies.101 False allegations are slightly more common but still rare, if defining “false” as also including honest errors made by the children in their allegations as opposed to intentional lies.102 Some studies show that false allegations of
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child sex abuse are more likely to occur within the context of a custody dispute.\textsuperscript{103} While false allegations made by children of sexual abuse tend to be rare in general, the vast majority of allegations involving claims of ritualistic abuse are false.\textsuperscript{104} The latter may be a product of reliance upon urban legend and portrayals of sensationalized child sex abuse in the media that do not correspond with reality in cases of fabrication.

Eliciting the cooperation of a child, especially very young children, in a mental health evaluation can be challenging. A variety of factors may account for a child’s unwillingness to participate upon demand. The child may be being directly oppositional or overwhelmed and lack the coping skills to self-soothe in order to participate. The child may be unable to meet the demands of the situation due to limited attention span, an inability to sit still, or inability to engage in prolonged dialogue. Young children lack an appreciation for the importance of the evaluation and its relation to the overarching legal processes and their potential role in it. They may also be unable to appreciate the high stakes outcomes of the situation or to link immediate behavior to long-term consequence. A balance of efficiency, effectiveness, and patience is critical in managing behavioral issues when evaluating children alleging abuse. Again, the mental health evaluator must possess not only strong forensic skills when conducting assessments of alleged child sex abuse but also be knowledgeable and skilled enough in the domain of child development to be able to establish adequate rapport and offer a child-friendly assessment process. This is necessary not only to reduce the level of stress and distress placed on the child as part of the evaluation process, but also to attain the most accurate and reliable results, which are heavily dependent upon the child’s participation.

For example, the evaluator should offer the child frequent breaks to use the restroom, have a snack, expend energy, and play before returning to be assessed further. Scheduling the child’s assessment to occur at a time that is least intrusive to their routine may also help to facilitate a child’s cooperation and decrease resistance. For example, pre-school children should not be scheduled during what is typically their naptime. School-age children should ideally be evaluated during or closely following school hours, so that they are not already tired from the events of the day. Having a child present for a mental health evaluation on the day and time he or she is supposed to be on a long-awaited field trip to the zoo will likely be met with catastrophic cooperation results. While pragmatic limitations in reality do exist, the evaluator should, at minimum, be aware of how these circumstances may influence the child’s ability and willingness to participate in the evaluation process.

Evaluators may use rewards to elicit a young child’s cooperation with the evaluation. While this can be a useful behavioral tool, rewards should be ex-
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licitly linked to something like the duration of the child’s participation versus rewards for any particular questions and answers that may inadvertently shape a child’s responding pattern.

D. Social Considerations

Children tend to see adults as honest and assume that adults asking them questions are doing so for benign and legitimate reasons. Therefore, children do not tend to evaluate the motivation or strategic implications of questions posed to them by adults. This is especially true for younger children who are more naïve than adolescents. So, if an adult asks a child a question, the child assumes the question must have an answer. This is a phenomenon sometimes referred to as adult or authority legitimacy. The implication is that if an authority figure asks, “What color of hat was the man wearing when he approached you?” the child will likely say “red” or some other color rather than respond that the man was not wearing a hat. The child will assume, based upon the adult’s question, that the man must have been wearing one. Even if the child finds the adult interviewer’s question suspect, it may not be socially acceptable for some children to challenge adults or to accuse them of deceitfulness. A child may believe an answer such as “there was no hat” will be perceived as rude or disrespectful. So, the proverbial path of least resistance is to provide an answer of some sort. A skilled evaluator will be aware of such phenomenon and will phrase questions and interpret responses accordingly.

Repetitive questioning often results in a child changing the response each time the question is re-asked or re-phrased. This is because the child interprets the repetition as a clue that the original response is incorrect. This is reinforced in the school environment, where children are often given multiple attempts or prompts to answer a question correctly. Children are also prone to guess answers to questions that they do not know, which is also reinforced in the school environment. Again, a competent evaluator will be familiar with this dynamic and will take care to avoid its presence in the assessment process.

Children may also be sensitive to intentional and unintentional reinforcement from the adult questioning them. This reinforcement could come in the form of tangible rewards for what the interviewer sees as cooperation (stickers for every question answered) or praise (“You are such a smart boy!”). Reinforcement could also come in intangible forms not intended by the interviewer.
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in the form of facial expressions or changes in tone of voice. Given that children are generally inherently motivated to be liked by adults and to cooperate with or please adults, reinforcement can be a powerful shaper of child responses. This may partially account for differences in a child’s narrative between evaluators when comparing conflicting statements or evaluative conclusions made by professionals.

Children also tend not to be therapeutically sophisticated. While it is standard routine for mental health evaluators to sit directly opposing the examinee, make direct eye contact, and ask poignant questions, this approach often suggests a negative dynamic to the child. Most children are not accustomed to talking to adults in this manner unless they are being confronted or are “in trouble.” Since many child victims of abuse carry irrational guilt about their experiences, this misinterpretation of context has the potential to influence the narrative. For example, it is possible that a child may equate being questioned by an authority figure in a formal manner to some type of disciplinary interaction similar to what might be encountered in the school setting. Because the approach and methodology used during a forensic mental health evaluation can seem rather sterile in contrast to the therapeutic approach relied upon in psychotherapy or counseling, the evaluator may need to adapt his or her style to convey to, and even explicitly reassure the child that he or she is not being evaluated as a result of any wrongdoing.

E. Developmental Considerations

Younger children forget information faster than older children, and their recall of memory also tends to have more errors of both omission and commission. Also, because younger children have a smaller pool of contextual knowledge, encoding of memory is assumed to be inferior to that of older children who have a larger pool of contextual knowledge (which increases the likelihood that a memory will be encoded). However, because younger children do not have contextual knowledge, they may be less prone to errors in memory stemming from script-based knowledge. Thus, it is possible that younger children assume less about the events that they remember compared to older children who may have cognitive resources to fill in the gaps. Younger children are typically more suggestible than older than children, but this does not appear to be true for suggested abuse that did not occur.
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Receptive and expressive language abilities of children vary as a function of age and related development capacities. Young children may misunderstand the question being asked of them but be unaware of their own misunderstanding and, therefore, fail to ask for clarification or state their confusion. In these cases, the child will likely answer the question with confidence but do so inaccurately. Even when children are aware of their confusion, they are more likely to guess an answer than to state that they do not know or to ask for help answering the question, particularly if the question is posed as forced-choice versus open-ended. This behavior is reinforced in the school setting, where a guess may be right but a lack of response is always wrong.

The limited vocabulary of younger children can pose problems with their interpretation of questions as well as their responses. This may especially pertain to elements of sex acts and anatomy. Sometimes, children do not possess terminology or may have slang terminology for certain body parts, like genitalia. Because of their limited vocabulary and the shame or embarrassment children feel discussing things like sex acts and private body parts, the use of diagrams, drawings, and anatomically correct dolls or models is sometimes employed.

The dilemma with using visual aids as part of the mental health evaluation is that it can expose children to content to which they have not previously been exposed. Ethically, this is concerning with regard to content of a sexual nature but it also poses the potential to taint their narrative. This may be particularly true of anatomically correct dolls. Children have a context for playing with dolls, and it is one of fantasy role play. If a child is provided a doll and asked to tell or act out a “story,” the narrative relayed may be based in fantasy either in part or whole, because they misunderstand the goal of the task.

While it is not uncommon for evaluators to incorporate such tools as part of an assessment process, care must be taken to do so appropriately and to consider the risks of introducing this method into the evaluation process. For example, such tools may be helpful in allowing a child to show as opposed to speak, when speaking produces shame and embarrassment for that particular child. Or, visual aids can be used when the child has already given a verbal narrative that needs clarification, such as the location of a unique slang term for a body part that the evaluator may not recognize.

Another cautionary note about vocabulary is that young children use cognitive processes that are literal and concrete in nature. Shaping questions to fit
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this literal way of thinking will help elicit the most accurate answers.\textsuperscript{120} Understanding a young child’s tendency to interpret things literally can also help make sense of responses that seem surprisingly contrary to established fact. Recall the previously provided example of the little girl in school in Part II.A, entitled Cognitive Considerations.

Attention spans of children also vary as a function of age.\textsuperscript{121} Though accommodating children’s attention limitations may seem disruptive to the evaluation process at the time, it should serve to make their assessment more productive and reliable. While forensic mental health evaluations are often single appointment procedures, very young children may need multiple shorter appointments to gain trust, build rapport, and accommodate their limited ability to focus for prolonged periods.

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, & DIRECTIONS

Even very young children can be effective and accurate reporters of sexual abuse, when they have been questioned using neutral, empirically-informed interviewing techniques, when emotional distress is reduced, when the social environment is child-friendly, when they have been adequately prepared for their role in the forensic evaluation process, and when their unique developmental needs are acknowledged and effectively addressed.\textsuperscript{122}

Children’s testimonies are likely to have numerous inaccuracies but the gist of their narrative (abuse versus no abuse) can maintain integrity in spite of inaccuracies about extraneous things (whether or not homework was assigned by the teacher on the night in question).

Care should be taken from the point of initial disclosure to the point of trial to protect the child’s testimony from unnecessary or repeated interviews. Interviews that occur in close proximity to the time of the event are more likely to be accurate due to the decreased likelihood of memory taint by cognitive intrusions across time. Ensuring the competency of early interviewers is imperative. This is in order to protect the child’s testimony from biased interviewing, suggestive techniques (whether intentional or not), and to ensure that questions are designed to be developmentally appropriate and that the child’s responses are accurately interpreted from a developmental perspective.

Many times, courts and attorneys use mental health therapists as evaluators in cases of child sexual abuse. Clinical implications highlight the importance that the mental health professional selected for this evaluation role is not the child’s therapist and holds specific training, education, experience, and experi-
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tise in forensic assessment of child sexual abuse. Forensic assessment is not a general clinical competency. It is a highly specialized area practiced appropriately by very few adequately qualified professionals, although many generalist practitioners routinely agree to provide such services.

The importance of this distinction cannot be overemphasized for several reasons. In addition to concerns about training and skill level for forensic evaluation, which is qualitatively different from therapeutic evaluation, care must be taken to protect the child’s report from sources of interference or taint in an effort to preserve and protect the child’s memory in an unaltered form and to document the child’s report effectively and accurately. Conducting an appropriate forensic evaluation early on may minimize the need for repeated interviews, which can be stressful for the child in addition to the risk of introducing error.

Also, the therapeutic alliance is one that inherently involves support and advocacy. For someone in the therapist role, to disbelieve a child’s report of abuse damages the therapeutic relationship. Also, therapists in clinical settings are accustomed to accepting their patients’ reports at face value. When a patient presents and says, “I am depressed,” there is little reason for the professional functioning in the role of therapist to disbelieve that statement. This is in contrast to forensically trained evaluators who actively seek to prove and disprove competing theories of what happened at every step of the assessment process.

Forensic evaluators are trained to use evaluation techniques that are developmentally appropriate, unbiased, neutral, non-leading, and non-suggestive, rendering their determinations inherently more objective than those obtained by the therapeutic techniques that characterize generalist clinicians’ work. This will ensure that the evaluation being relied upon in the legal case meets both the Daubert or Frye standards.

Forensic mental health evaluators also may serve as a non-evaluator expert witness to discuss some of the concerns delineated in this article. In cases where children have already been interviewed, retaining the services of a forensic mental health evaluator to review and opine on the appropriateness or effectiveness of the prior interview techniques and interpretation of the child’s responses may prove helpful in preparing to challenge earlier reports of child sex abuse using Daubert or Frye criteria and/or to prepare depositions or examinations of prior interviewers or evaluators.

Implications are that legal professionals should educate themselves and their colleagues about the need for and availability of appropriate forensic assessment in allegations of child sex abuse, the strengths and weaknesses of child testimony regarding sex abuse allegations, and the modifications within the legal process that will render the child witness’s participation less stressful, more effective, and more meaningful in the search for truth and the pursuit of justice.